
 

US Olympics fans will turn to tablets for
coverage: study
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A flower arrangement depicting the Olympic Rings outside the prime minister's
official residence at Downing Street in London on July 17. US fans of the
Olympics will be tracking the summer games on multiple screens, turning to
tablets and smartphones for news, survey results showed.

US fans of the Olympics will be tracking the summer games on multiple
screens, turning to tablets and smartphones for news, survey results
showed Thursday.

The finding came as faded Internet star Yahoo! laid out plans to be the
preferred online venue for coverage of the Summer Olympics beginning
in London on July 27.

"Yahoo! has been the number one online destination for Olympics
coverage since 2006," said the California-based Internet company's vice
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president of global media Ken Fuchs.

"London 2012 will be a showcase for 24/7 reporting, across all screens,
and Yahoo! is investing to deliver powerful experiences for our users
and advertisers."

A Harris Interactive survey commissioned by mobile advertising
specialty firm Velti indicated that 40 percent of the people in the United
States who intend to follow the games this summer will do so on two or
more devices.

The survey taken during the week ending July 3 showed that 35 percent
of those people would turn to tablets for video clips, live feeds or other
Olympics coverage and that 27 percent would seek news about the
games on smartphones.

This is the first year that all of the sports in the Olympic Games will be
streamed live online, according to Velti.

"This survey reveals that a significant number of Americans are
choosing to consume Olympic content on the go, and while doing so
they're overwhelmingly turning to mobile browsers," said Velti
marketing officer Krishna Subramanian.

"For brands that want to reach Olympic viewers, this is an important
finding as it highlights the ability to look beyond TV and focus on
secondary devices such as smartphones and tablets."

Yahoo! said it planned to "bring together consumers and advertisers
from around the world" to celebrate the games "across every screen."

The company announced "Beyond Gold" coverage that will include
breaking news, photos, video, analysis from Olympians and original
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programs in an array of languages to reach out to the 700 million users
of its websites.

An IntoNow feature will augment television viewing of the games with
pictures, medal counts, athlete biographies and other supplemental
content fed to tablet computers.

Yahoo! Sports scored 38.5 million viewers during the 2008 Olympic
Games in Beijing.

(c) 2012 AFP
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